CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter consists of finding and discussion. The finding includes data description and result of analysis. The analysis has a purpose to answer the research problem. Then the discussion has a purpose to discuss the result of data analysis.

4.1. Findings and analysis

After collecting the data from the source, the writer classifies the data based on Perrine (1992) theory on the kinds of figurative language used in Christina Perri’s songs in Head or Heart album. After the writer classifies the data and finds some figurative language used in the album, the writer concludes that there are some types of figurative language to be analyzed.

After identifying data in figurative language, the writer puts the data into the pie chart so the writer can count the number of figurative language that are mostly used by Christina Perri Head or Heart Album.

4.1.1. KINDS OF FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE

In this pie chart are kinds of figurative language and percentage that contained in the songs from the Christina Perri “Head or Heart” album which will be analyzed in the next part.
From the pie chart above the writer finds some type of figurative language in Christina Perri’s album, they are personification, simile, metaphor, irony, hyperbole and symbol. The type of figurative language that has the highest frequency is hyperbole.

The writer does not find figures of speech mentioned by Perrine (1992), they are, apostrophe, synecdoche, metonymy, allegory and paradox. After identifying and putting the data into the table of frequency in figurative language, the writer classifies the data based on Perrine (1992).

From the fifty seven data of figures of speech the writer found six kinds of figurative language, they are personification, metaphor, simile, symbol, hyperbole, irony.
4.1.1.1. Hyperbole

1. **Looking for an exit in this world of fear (Burning gold, line 1)**

   The writer found hyperbole in the first sentence in the song “Burning Gold” and the lyric is “Looking for an exit in this world of fear”. This contains hyperbole because these words exaggerate things and make the reader imagine that the meaning is any exit door in the world when something happened like fear. But according the interpreted from the writer it happens when the singer finds a solution to a problem and the singer was afraid that she cannot handle it.

2. **We’re on top of the world (Be my forever, line 1)**

   The next song that the writer found as figurative language is in the “Be my forever” song in first lyric. The writer found hyperbole in this lyric is “We’re on top of the world“. This lyric exaggerates words and make that the readers imagine that the singer and her boyfriend go to the top of the world, but in the reality there is no top of the world. The writer interprets that this lyrics describe that the singer is falling in love with her boyfriend and feel is so happy and expresses that they are on top of the world.

3. **So can I call you, you’re mine now darling for a whole lot of time (Be my forever, line 5)**

   The next hyperbole that the writer found in the “Be my forever” song is in line 5, and the lyric is “So can I call you, you’re mine now darling for a whole lot of time”. This clearly shows a hyperbole because exaggeration is used to emphasize a point. And the words “whole of time” is used. It makes the reader imagine that she wants to be a couple forever until end of time. But here the meaning of it is that they want to be a couple until they die.
4. **You're perfect in every way (Be my forever, line 18)**

The writer also finds hyperbole in the “Be my forever” song and the lyric “You're perfect in every way”. This includes hyperbole because it exaggerates words. The best meaning according to the writer is that the singer’s boyfriend is very perfect, he is handsome, kind, faithful and loves her very much. In fact, no one is perfect. This lyric is found in line 18.

5. **Baby you're my life (Be my forever, line 36)**

The next figurative language that the writer finds in “Be my forever” song is, the lyric “Baby you’re my life”. This lyric exaggerates words because the life is not just our couple. Our life is made by our dream and effort. And how to bring the dream can be realized. This lyric is found in line 36.

6. **I can bite my tongue (Human, line 2)**

The next hyperbole that the writer found in the next sentence is “Human” song. “I can bite my tongue”. This is also categorized into hyperbole because it shows something which exaggerates words. It is impossible for people to bite their tongue. This sentence means that the singer does not want to speak and she just wants to be silent. This lyric is found in the second sentence.

7. **I can stay awake for days, If that’s what you want, Be your number one (Human, line 3,4,5)**

One more example of hyperbole in “Human” song is “I can stay awake for days, if that’s what you want, be your number one”. It is hyperbole because the person in this song is impossible to stay awake for several days. If we force to do this, so I am sure that
we feel so sleepy. This sentences means that she wants do anything although not sleep. This lyric is found in line 3, 4, 5.

8. **I can hold the way of world, if that’s why you need, be your everything (Human line 23,24,25)**

   The sentences are found in “Human” song. This song tells us about the singer that can hold the way of the world when the couple wants. This girl loves him so much and wants to do anything for love. “I can hold the way of world, if that’s why you need, be your everything” is categorized into hyperbole because it is also an exaggeration and is impossible to do, we do not hold the weight of world. This lyric is found in line 23, 24, 25.

9. **Somewhere in the deep of my love (One night, line 14)**

   The writer also finds a hyperbole in “One Night” song. The lyrics is “Somewhere in the deep of my love” this contains hyperbole because the word “deep”. When the singer states this lyrics, she felt in love with her boyfriend. This lyric is found in line 14.

10. **Sometimes, when I'm sleeping, I still, feel you breathing, You stole, all my good dreams (I don’t wanna break, line 31,32,33)**

    Another example of hyperbole is also found in “I don’t wanna break” song, line 31, 32, 33. “Sometimes, when I'm sleeping, I still, feel you breathing, you stole, all my good dreams”. The lyrics are categorized into a hyperbole because the lyrics state that when she sleeping she still feel the breathing of her boyfriend. The meaning is when the singer break up with her boyfriend actually she does not want to break, she still loves her
11. **In this sea of lovers without ships, And lovers without signs, you’re the only way out of** (Sea of lovers, line 10, 11)

Another example of hyperbole in “Sea of lover” song is line 10, 11. “In this sea of lovers without ships, and lovers without signs, you’re the only way out of” clearly contains exaggerating words. And the meaning is when the singer felt emptiness in her life, she describes it like the sea without ship, and lovers without signs. The singer wants to be with her boyfriend.

12. **This sea of lovers losing time, And lovers losing hope, Will you let me follow you, Wherever you go, bring me home** (Sea of lover, line 12, 13, 14, 15)

An example of hyperbole in “Sea of lover” song can be found in line 12, 13. “This sea of lovers losing time, And lovers losing hope, Will you let me follow you, wherever you go, bring me home” are categorized into hyperbole because these show something exaggerated. The meaning is when the singer felt emptiness in her life, than she describes it like the sea of lovers losing time, and lovers hope. The singer wants to follow whenever the man go and be with him forever.

13. **All of the lights land on you** (The words, line 1)

The writer finds hyperbole again in “The words” song that can be found in line 1. “All of the lights land on you”. It contains hyperbole because the person in this song is impossible to hold on the words “All of”. In fact, she cannot receive all of the lights and if this situation happens to her, surely she will get sick.

14. **The rest of the world fades from view** (The words, line 2)
An example of hyperbole in “The words” song can be found in line 2. “The rest of the world fades from view”. This lyric contains exaggerating words, because this is only the imagination of the singer and in fact, this has never happened.

15. And all of the hell a had to walk through (The words, line 14)

Another example of hyperbole is also found in “The words” song line 14 the lyrics is “And all of the hell a had to walk through”. It clearly shows exaggerating words and impossible to do. Every people in the world never go to the hell. If someone ever goes to hell, sure she/he just gives the hyperbole statement.

16. You'll lose yourself in the clouds (Lonely child, line 13)

The next hyperbole in “Lonely Child” song is “You’ll lose yourself in the clouds”. The word “clouds” clearly shows exaggerating words, and never did in this real life. The human cannot fly more over in the clouds. This lyrics is found in “Lonely child” song, line 13.

17. Your world’s spinning around (Lonely child, line 29)

These sentences are found in “Lonely Child” song, and the lyric is “Your world’s spinning around. This word clearly shows a hyperbole because it is an exaggeration used to emphasize a point and makes the reader confused about this word. The meaning is when the singer feel lonely but there is a man who still in around her, but he do not loves her. This lyric is found in “Lonely child” song, line 29.

18. You let me sell my love for my soul (Lonely child, line 22)

Another hyperbole is also found in “Lonely Child” song line 22 “You let me sell my love for my soul”. This lyric shows a hyperbole because the words “Sell my love” is
an exaggeration that used to emphasize a point. In fact, there is no one who can sell the
love, more over sell to our soul.

19. You'd lose a heart in your hand (Run, line 9)

This sentence also found in “Run” song line 9. “You’d lose a heart in your hand”.
It contains the exaggerating words, because the lyric/phrase is impossible to do ”Lose a
heart”. But, the meaning is when the singer feel bored with the situation while the man
did not have any time to go with the singer.

20. I won’t learn, I’ll never love again (Run, line 17)

This hyperbole is also found in “Run” song, line 17. “I won’t learn, I’ll never love
again”. It is also categorized into a hyperbole, because this lyric/phrase uses the word
“never” and makes the readers imagined that the singer never love anymore, the meaning
is when the singer has broken heart with her boyfriend and this is just a temporary
feeling.

21. And the shooting stars cannot fix the world (Butterfly, line 8)

The writer also found hyperbole in “Butterfly” song, line 8 “And the shooting
stars cannot fix the world”. This contains a hyperbole sentence because this lyric is
exaggerating words and makes the readers not understand this meaning. The meaning is
when the singer choose the boyfriend like the stars, but the man cannot be the singer’s
want.

22. You only know how to fly (Butterfly, line 30)

The next hyperbole also found in “Butterfly” song, line 30. “You only know how
to fly”. This contains a hyperbole because this lyric/phrase uses the word “fly” and this
word makes the emphasize point. the meaning is the singer feel bored with her boyfriend
because her friend just know how to leave/“fly” his girlfriend, and the singer did not wants to be the next girl left by him.

23. High, we get so high, But we fall down (Shot me in the heart, line 1,2)

   Another hyperbole also found in “Shot me in the heart” song in line 1, 2 “High, we get high, But we fall down” clearly contains exaggerating words and makes the readers imagined that the singer fall down from the sky. Surely she will die if she did. The meaning is when the singer feels happiness when together with the man, but in a time she felt fall down because the man want to leave the singer.

24. I’d lose my way (I believe, line 3)

   The next song is “I believe” song. And also finds the hyperbole in line 3 “I’d lose my way”. It clearly shows exaggerating sentence who makes the reader imagined that the singer lose the way or forget the way, the meaning is when the singer tries to pursue the man but the man go away, the singer felt she lost the man.

25. I know that your heart is still beating, beating darling. (I believe, line 9)

   One more example of hyperbole in this song is found in line 9. And the lyric is “I know that your heart is still beating, beating darling”. It shows a hyperbole because the heart in this song is impossible to beat. There is no heart from human that beat anything. The meaning is when the singer feels so jealous with her man, she felt a broken heart.

26. And I have died so many times but I am still alive. (I believe, line 22)

   The last hyperbole the writer found in the last songs. Is in the title “I believe”. This is found in line 22 “And I have died so many times but I am still alive”. This lyric clearly shows exaggerating words who makes the reader imagine that the singer can die
many times, but the meaning is when the singer waiting the man she will try to be his girlfriend until she died.

4.1.1.2. Simile

1. **Like the winds, blowing (Trust, line 1)**

   This sentence is found in “Trust” song line 1, “Like the winds, blowing”. This is considered simile because this sentence clearly shows a comparison use like in sentence “like the winds, blowing” and the meaning is the singer wants to compare the winds that blows like her feeling. She believes that her feeling is like the winds, “blowing” means her feeling is easy to loose because of betrayal. She ever received from the man that she loved. She did not keep the love well. So she felt sick when she remembered the sweet memories they ever had together.

2. **Showed up, like a good girl (I don’t wanna break, line 5)**

   The example of simile is found in the “I don’t wanna break” song line 5. This song describes the listeners about this person in this song who wants to show herself, show her behavior and anything that is good for her. The sentence “Showed up, like a good girl” contains a figurative language, that is, simile. It is because the singer uses comparison herself like a good girl and uses “like” as part of simile as a comparison.

3. **I wait for light like water from the sky (Sea of lover, line 8)**

   The example of simile is found in “Sea of lover” song line 8. This song describes the listeners about the feeling of the singer that waiting a miracle from the God. The sentence “I wait for light like water from the sky” contains a figurative language, that is,
simile because the singer uses a comparison “the light like the water” and uses “like” as part of simile as a comparison.

4.1.1.3. Metaphor

1. Till our lives are burning gold (Burning gold, line 17)

   The example of metaphor that the writer found in “Burning Gold” song is “Till our lives are burning gold”. This song tells about the person in the song who wants to give up because of situation in her family. She has a big problem with her family and the singer expresses the lyric like burning gold. “Till our lives are burning gold” this is categorized into metaphor because it comparison without using “like” and soon.

2. You're my bright blue sky (Be my forever, line 34)

   There are metaphors found in “Be my forever” song. This song explains about the people in this song who feel happy because she gets the couple who she thinks that very special. This lyric “You're my bright blue sky” contains the metaphor because the singer compares her boyfriend with bright blue sky.

3. You're the sun in my eyes (Be my forever, line 35)

   The next metaphor is in “Be my forever” song line 35. This song tells about the expression from the singer that she is grateful because she has a boyfriend like him and she expresses it with “You're the sun in my eyes”. This is categorized into metaphor because the singer compares her couple with the sun, without using a word “like”, “as”, “or” and so on.

4. I can turn it on, Be a good machine (Human, line 21,22)

   The next example of metaphor that can be found in “Human” song is “I can turn it on Be a good machine”. This song explains about the spirit of the singer that wants to do
anything for her lover. She wants to express her spirit to be whatever until she expresses herself be a good machine. One example of metaphor in this song is in line 21 and 22 “I can turn it on Be a good machine” which can categorized as a metaphor because the words “good machine” does not mean that she like a robot but it means the singer can be spirit when she doing whatever the couple wants. And this is categorized into metaphor because the singer compares without using a word “like”, “as”, “or” and so on.

5. One night I will be the moon (One night, line 8)

This sentence is also found in “One Night” song. Line 8 “One night I will be the moon”. It categorized into a metaphor because this sentence does not means that the girl in this song be a moon but she just describes being it. Because she wants that man hope this girl be the moon that can lights him when he sleep. It is categorized into metaphor because the singer compares without using a word “like”, “as”, “or” and so on.

6. One night I will be the star (One night, line 12)

There are metaphors also in “One Night” song. This song explains about a girl who wants to be the hope of the man. She thinks that she can be the idol for the man. This girl wants the man comfort with her. One example of metaphors is “One night I will be the star”. It is categorized into metaphor because this sentence means that girl compare herself with the star. And compares without using a word “like”, “as”, “or” and so on. This lyric is found in line 12.

7. Now my innocence is breaking Like the ocean in a perfect storm (One night, line19,20).

The writer also finds metaphor in “One Night” song line 19, 20. “Now my innocence is breaking like the ocean in a perfect storm” is called a metaphor because this
sentence means that her feeling is true but there is an innocence that she did until she felt her feeling not false and she describes her innocence is breaking like the ocean.

8. **Cause love is a ghost you can’t control (The words, line 10)**

Another metaphor is found in “The Words” song line 10. “Cause love is a ghost you can’t control” it is called a metaphor because this sentence means her love is unpredictable. She feels that she cannot control her feeling if she loves the man, she cannot do anything and hope the man can receive her. It is categorized into a metaphor because the phrase “ghost” means unpredictable love and can felt by all the people and compares without using a word “like”, “as”, “or” and so on.

9. **Love has a quiet voice (The words, line 25)**

The next example of song that contains a metaphor that can be found is “The Words” song. This song explains about the characteristic of love that cannot visible or moreover speak. So the singer expressing her loves that quiet voice. This sentence includes a metaphor sentence because the singer compares “love” with “a quiet voice” without using parts of simile “like”, “as”. This lyric is found in line 25.

10. **That love is just the sound that plays in your heart (Lonely child, line 24)**

The next metaphor that the writer found in “Lonely Child” song line 24 is “That love is just the sound that plays in your heart”. This metaphor is explains about the feelings of the singer that leaved by the man. She always feels sad and everyday she cry because of the man just makes her to be a toys. And she expresses the word “Love” as the things that broke herself.

11. **You’re a pretty butterfly (Butterfly, line 1)**
The last metaphor is found in “Butterfly” song line 1. “You’re a pretty butterfly”. The word “butterfly” means that the singer expressed herself as a beautiful butterfly that has beautiful behavior as a butterfly. Because she thinks that she just wants to have a good attitude. If this way did she thinks that every man will loves her, and this lyrics not compares without using a word “like”, “as”, “or” and so on.

4.1.1.4. Verbal Irony

1. **Words that hurt the ones you lovin** (Trust, line 5)

   This verbal irony is found in “Trust” song. It is tells about unhonest feeling from the singer. She is expressing her disappointment with the words “Words that hurt the ones you loving”. Who like the hurt words? In fact there is no one like the hurt words. And this lyric is found in line 11.

4.1.1.5. Symbol

1. **I'm setting fire to the life that I know** (Burning gold, line 14)

   This symbol is found in “Burning Gold” song. Line 14 “I’m setting fire to the life that I know” This sentence contains symbol because the singer symbolized the “fire” as a spirit in this lyric. And the meaning is the singer wants to set or give the spirit for her life, for her family.

2. **I fell for your fable, But I'm no Cinderella** (I don’t wanna break, line 6)

   A symbol is also found in “I don’t wanna break” song, in line 6. It is categorized into symbol because this word “Cinderella” makes the singer symbolized herself with the Cinderella, who has a good attitude and beautiful face or a perfect person. This lyric is found in line 6-7.
3. **All of the lights land on you (The words, line 1)**

Another example of symbol can be found in “The Words” song in the first line. And the lyrics is “All of the light land on you” it is clearly shows a symbol because the singer symbolized the happiness as “lights”. The singer feel that every looks the man she feel look the lights on the men.

4. **You’re a pretty butterfly (Butterfly, line 1)**

The next symbol that can be found in “Butterfly” song is in line 1. “You’re a pretty butterfly”. This lyric as a symbol because the singer symbolized herself as a butterfly, which have a beautiful color of life with a good attitude, and make all of the men love her.

5. **Light on your own (Shot me in the heart, line 6)**

The next symbol that can be found in “Shot me in the heart” song in line 6 “Light on your own”. This is clearly shows a symbol because the singer symbolized the light in this lyrics. She wants always together with her men, when she together she feels warmth.

4.1.1.6. Personification

1. **I can see the pack that leads the way (Burning gold, line 2)**

This sentence is found in the “Burning Gold” song line 2. The sentence “I can see the pack that leads the way” contains personification because the sentence “The pack leads the way” personified like human. In fact, the pack cannot leads anything. It has a message about the feeling of the singer that is left by her lovers. This makes her heart hurt so badly and she expresses this like that.

2. **I wish the wind would carry a chance (Burning gold, line 4)**
Another example of personification is found in “Burning Gold” song line 4. “I wish the wind would carry a chance”, the lyric “the wind would carry a chance” personified like human being. In fact, there is never happened, because the wind cannot feel anything. Message in this song is intended songwriter for the listeners, when she hopes that our loves can care with the entire situation.

3. **I can see my future slip away (Burning gold, line 6)**

   An example of personification that found in “Burning Gold” song is in line 6. The songwriter personifies the words “my future slip away” to have attitude like the human. But, there is never happened in the real life, because the future cannot slip away like the human being. This is the feeling from the songwriter that gives up in this situation and feel that lost the future.

4. **There is an icy breath that escapes my lips (Sea of lovers, line 4)**

   The next example of personification is found in “Sea of lover” song in line 4. The songwriter personifies the word “escapes” like the human being. In fact, there is no ice breath that escapes the lips. Escapes words just used from human. The writer thinks that this is the feeling from the songwriter that wants to show to the listeners what feelings in her heart.
5. A certain type of darkness has stolen me (Sea of lovers, line 6)

Personification also found in line 6 from “Sea of lovers” song and the lyrics is “A certain type of darkness has stolen me”. This lyrics contains personification because the words “types of darkness has stolen the singer”. Actually, the singer personifies the word “stolen” like the human being not used for the darkness. It means that, the singer in that time feels so loneliness and she afraid until she expressed the darkness has stolen to the singer.

6. A certain type of silence has filled my voice (Sea of lover, line 16)

This sentence is found in “Sea of lovers” song line 16. “A certain type of silence has filled my voice”, this lyrics contains personification because there is types of silence has filled her voice. The singer personifies the word “filled” like the human being and not used for the silence situation. This is the message from the singer that feels so loneliness and she want to get the interest from other people.

7. A scream beneath the water can make no noise (Sea of lovers, line 17)

There are personification that found in line 17 from “Sea of lovers” song and the lyrics is “A scream beneath the water can make no noise” this lyrics contains a personification, because a scream beneath the water is not the human attitude, but the singer personifies the word “noise” like the human attitude. This lyric actually means that the singer fills loneliness and wants to get a new friend or boyfriends.

8. The rest of the world fades from view (The words, line 2)

In other personification also the writer found in “The Words” song in line 2 “The rest of the world fades from view”. The songwriter personifies the word “fades” to have
attitude like the human. This lyric means that the feeling of the songwriter who feel broken heart.

9. And I know the scariest part is letting go (The words, line 9)

This sentence is found in “The Words” song line 9. “And I know the scariest part is letting go”. This lyrics categorized into personification because the songwriter makes the word “letting go” as a human characteristic. This sentence means that the person in this song feel afraid with this situation that always force’s her to cry every day. Actually, she wants to stop this situation and start her new lives.

10. Let my love be the light that guides you home (The words, line 28)

This personification also the writer found in the “The Words” song line 28. The sentence “Let my love be the light that guides you home” is categorized into personification because song writer makes the words “guides” like human characteristic. This sentence means that the songwriter wants to show to all the people who listened her song that she falling in love until the songwriter wants together with the boyfriend.

11. And I believe that the darkness reminds us where light can be (I believe, line 8)

The last personification is found in “I believe” song, the lyrics is “And I believe that the darkness reminds us where light can be”. This is categorized into personification because the singer personifies the words “reminds” as a human beings not for the darkness. This lyric/phrase means that the singer believes there is miracle that she get for her hopes.
4.1.2 The message of songs in Christina perri song lyrics

4.1.2.1. Trust

Trust song tells about the disappointed feeling that the singer shows to a man, because the honestly that Christina felt is useless, because the man trust other people more than to her who are necessarily honest. In the other hand, from this lyrics “I knew better than” clearly shows her disappointment to that man. Because the phrase was an expression of her better known of the singer to the evil nature of her boyfriend that may often occur in their lives.

The message from Christina Perri in this song is that when we have mutual trust that there is no lie between our relationship, surely we can get the beautiful life in this world, but when we doing this relationship with lies each other, surely destruction of the relationship that we got.

4.1.2.2. Burning gold

This song tells about a conflict story in a household experienced by a mother and a father. The singer really hopes that there are some things that can resolve this conflict quickly. She also tells a sense of hopelessness that she experienced when her family was in a conflict.

The message of this song is that the singer wants to express her hope that her harmonious family can be back in one piece. There is love and affection to each other. She also wants to get her success with the support from her father and mother. When they were in conflict, the singer feels that this hopes or this dreams are useless because the purpose of her success is just for her family.
4.1.2.3 Be my forever

This song is a sweet and romantic song, because this tells about a love story between the singer and his girlfriend, they were falling in love and expresses their happiness with a various expressions. Such as we're on "top of the world" and other happy expressions that interprets as the thankful for their blessed, perfect lover and can completely each other.

The messages of this song is when the singer get a perfect lover, he always keep and loves his girlfriend that wants to always be together as the title of the song. The singer wants to show to all the people who listening this song. The singer also expresses their feelings as a blue sky phrase. This is shows the thankful of the singer for lovers that they got.

4.1.2.4 Human

The message of this song is the singer wants to do anything just for her loves, as the Christina’s expressed on the lyrics in this song. That she was wants to do whatever that her boyfriend’s wants.

The sacrifice of Christina is very big, but a sense of disappointment that she got. When her lover gives her the highest dreams to be together, she believes all the good things that done by her lover. But in reality, Christina just get a lied. The sickness that she get because of abandoned from the boyfriend it was so deep, until she feels traumatized over it. So she was disappointment as if invited to fly to the sky high and dropped to earth.
4.1.2.5 One night

This song tells about Christina Perri’s hopes to the man that she loves, to makes the man know actually they loves each other. But Christina feels that the man makes her waiting, wait a beautiful sentence that she wants to hear. The singer also imagined that a night when she together with the man, she did not wants a bad thing happens to the men that she loves.

The message of this song is the hopes of a singer who wants to be his girlfriend and make the man that she loves know what was happens, even though the singer knew that they are love for each other. The singer wants together in a love, to live in peace, harmony and get the best future together.

4.1.2.6 I Don’t wanna break

This song tells about the hopes of the singer to save a relationship that want to broke, the singer really hopes that their relationship can be normal as usual. She will do anything for their relationship.

The message of the song is the singer would like to expresses regretted to the man, because she love him very much and regret not keep this relationship well. But the man still stated that wants to end their relationship forever. Here the singer also said "Just wanna love you do not wanna lose you" which means that she hopes they can get the good relationship again and do not want to lose the man that she loves. Wherever he goes the singer will follow him.
4.1.2.7. Sea of lovers

This songs tells about the honestly of the singer to her boyfriend who always kept. Although her boyfriend go and not always still in her life, but the singer know that her boyfriend are the good man that to be her couple. The singer wants that when the boyfriend goes to everywhere, the singer will follow him.

The message of this song is the singer wants her boyfriend know that she is still honest, waiting for a good moment to get the good relationship. The singer also wants this hopes are not useless that is to be his girlfriend.
4.1.2.8. The words

This song tells about the feeling of singers that falling in love and describing the feelings that wants to goes through, when look at a man who is suitable to be a couples. The singer hopes that this man also feel as what the singer felt, the singer hope that wants too desired by the man with the words.

The messages in this song is the singer hoping the man that she loves can know and understand about the singer that really wants to get a relationship with him. Because the singer has falling in love and expresses all expression of the fun after getting to know him.

4.1.2.9. Lonely Child

Lonely child song tells about the loves that fast come but also fast to go away, so makes the singer feel so lonely. When the beautiful hopes to the man, but that man end that hopes fastly with the beautiful words, like that love is just a spark that stars in your heart.

The message of this song is the singer feels affair with loneliness. The saddest is most painful kind. She also expresses that various expressions of love, but she feels lonely.

4.1.2.10. Run

This song is about the hurt of a singer to her boyfriend that has laying her. The man makes a deep hurt to the singer than makes her disappointed, she wants to prove to the man that she will be looking for another man must be better than before, that always
receive her. The singer learned from the previous mistakes that she wants run fast to leave the sad story that ever happened.

The message of this song is the singer wants to show her hurt in her man that ever get relationship with her. She wants to looking for the better boyfriend who never make the hurts story.

4.1.2.11 Butterfly

This song tells about the life of a night lady or bad ladies that have a beautiful thing like the face or the body, which was like a butterfly. But she lives surrounded in bad peoples. The singer in this song tells about the life of the girl, when she smile and feel happiness, it was only a lie. She always looks patient bt her heart fell so hurts.

The message in this song is when the singer shows her heart even though she looks like a happy but that does not mean she happy, but she hides her sadness with a patient attitude.

4.1.2.12. Shot me in the heart

This song tells about the singer that felt hurt because of someone that makes her falling in love. But sometimes he comes and sometimes he go just like that. the man that she loves does not know about sometimes his behavior makes her comfortable and fall in love with him.

The message of this song is the hopes of the singer to the man that she loves but she feel so sad because of this guy was never aware that he had made the singer fell in love. He never love with the singer.

4.1.2.13. I believe
In this song tells about the deepest feelings of the singer for someone, who believes that all things will be better tomorrow, when we can trust the results of a struggle.

In this song there is a message that a strong believes that love can make us stronger in life even though death had separated, and the singer believes love will not disappear despite being separated by death.

4.2. Discussion

After analyzing the data and classifying figurative language on Christina Perri song lyrics, in this chapter, the writer discusses the findings of data analysis. The writer found out six types of figurative language they are personification, metaphor, simile, symbol, hyperbole and verbal irony. From the analysis above, the writer found that hyperbole is the most often apparent, figurative language that occurs 26 times in the Christina Perri song lyrics. It is used to express something or state of condition in a bigger way than the real condition.

The song writer from this album was falling in love and wants to express all of her feelings in the songs that she wrote, and also she wants everyone to knows about the hyperbole that she wrote at every songs in this head or heart album. The feeling of happiness, sadness, and the disappointed feelings are all the feelings that exist in the mind of the songwriter when she created the song lyrics on this album. As this album mostly is themed about love songs and sacrifice for love, there are so many hyperboles expressed on this song album to add the beauty of the expressions

Hyperbole is a device that we employ in our day-to-day speech. For instance, when we meet a friend after a long time, we say, “Ages have passed since I last saw you”. We may not have met him for three or four hours or a day, but the use of the word “ages”
exaggerates this statement to add emphasis to your waiting. Therefore, a hyperbole is an unreal exaggeration to emphasize the real situation to put high effect on the listeners. (http://literarydevices.net/hyperbole/). Another example is when we are waiting for a city bus for an hour and after a long waits for the bus and finally the bus came, we often scream "I have been waiting for this bus like forever". The two examples show that the speaker is the person who impatient.

In this research, it is more often found types of figurative language that contains hyperbole. There are 26 sentences that are almost found in every song from one album. Figurative language is often found from this album because of the song writer wants to expresses the deep of impression on every songs that she created. Each line of the song containing hyperbole looks more beautiful that she delivered on the lyrics and made so exaggerated.

As compared with the previous study that written on Ami Ritonga (2014) thesis, which the kinds of figurative language that founds is metaphor that most commonly found, as many as 35 sentences that containing metaphor. While from Mia Margareth (2007) thesis, figurative language that often found is personification which found 53% from all figurative language that she found in her research. The next previous study that discusses about figurative language is M Zen (2011). He found hyperbole that most often found in his thesis, he found 29 sentences that contains of hyperbole in analyze from some songs in one album.

While the figurative language that the writer that found in Zuliyatun Najziroh (2013) thesis, she found hyperbole as the most commonly from analysis four songs in Adele’s song. She found 8 sentences that contains of hyperbole.
And the most types of figurative language that found in Linda Lestari (2008) thesis that is from Maria Claire, she found three metonymy and from Gentlemen’s of the Quarterly Advertisements, she found three metonymy and three hyperbole as the most figurative language that often found in her thesis.

Christina Perri is a singer-songwriter who the songs made from her real story. When writing a song about love or anything that she created, that is a picture of her personality. As the quote in this website “I looked at the album as a whole piece and the two themes that stood out were love and strength,” she says. “It really titled itself. Writing about love is just who I am. I’ve tried to write about other things, but ultimately this is what comes out of me.”

Christina Perri on this album is using her soaring, bittersweet voice and expressive piano playing to sketch out her stories. http://www.christinaperri.com/about